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Abstract: Integrated learning can be used to combine weak classifiers in order to improve the effect of
emotional classification. Existing methods of emotional classification on micro-blogs seldom consider
utilizing integrated learning. Personality can significantly influence user expressions but is seldom
accounted for in emotional classification. In this study, a micro-blog emotion classification method is
proposed based on a personality and bagging algorithm (PBAL). Introduce text personality analysis
and use rule-based personality classification methods to divide five personality types. The micro-blog
text is first classified using five personality basic emotion classifiers and a general emotion classifier.
A long short-term memory language model is then used to train an emotion classifier for each
set, which are then integrated together. Experimental results show that compared with traditional
sentiment classifiers, PBAL has higher accuracy and recall. The F value has increased by 9%.
Keywords: sentiment classification; personality; bagging algorithm; long-term and short-term
memory network; integration

1. Introduction
With the rapid development and maturity of Internet technologies, many online social platforms
have gradually become the primary medium for people to obtain information and communicate
with each other. Emerging social platforms, such as Weibo and WeChat, allow users to interact with
information quickly and easily.
Weibo is not only a medium for people to communicate with each other, but also a way to
express personal emotions. However, while expressing opinions, spreading thoughts, and expressing
personal emotions, users also generate a large amount of information with personal subjective
emotional characteristics. This information contains emotional characteristics of different tendencies.
These emotional characteristics reflect the user’s hobbies and interests. At the same time, it may also
have a huge impact on the spread of Internet public opinion. Therefore, the sentiment analysis of
Weibo text can understand the use’s preferences and users’ views on some hot events in the real society
and make trend predictions.
Personality is a unique characteristic of an individual and profoundly affects the user’s
psychological state and social behavior. Personality research mainly focuses on the correlation
between various personalities and the relationships between personalities and performance, creativity,
and others, most of which are analyzed by self-reporting and regression algorithms. With developments
in psychological research, people with the same personality have been found to exhibit similarities in
writing and expressions. This feature is the basis for introducing personality into sentiment analysis.
At present, personality-based sentiment analysis is still in its exploratory stages. Sentiment analysis
does not differentiate the various ways of expressing emotions based on user individuality, nor does
it consider the combination of sentiment analysis and personality analysis. In order to address this
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problem, this paper proposes a personality-based Weibo sentiment analysis model, which introduces
personality judgment rules to study the influence of personality on sentiment analysis.
2. Related Work
A number of studies have been conducted to improve traditional sentiment analysis methods.
Bermudezgonzalez et al. [1] proposed building a comprehensive Spanish sentiment repository for
subjective analysis of emotions. Cai et al. [2] solved the polysemy of emotional words by constructing
a sentiment dictionary based on a specific domain. It is experimentally confirmed that the accuracy
of using two superimposed classifiers, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Gradient Boosting
Decision Tree (GBDT) is better than that of a single model. Xu et al. [3] effectively constructed
the sentiment classification of text by assembling an extended sentiment dictionary containing essential
sentiment words, scene sentiment words, and polysemous sentiment words. Yang and Zhou [4]
compare the processing speed and accuracy of Bayesian classifiers and support vector machine
classification algorithms that implement sentiment mining for microblogs. Pang et al. [5] used
emotional polarity determination for film reviews through three different supervised machine learning
methods, namely support vector machine, naive Bayes, and maximum entropy. In the experiment,
Pang et al. used unigram to construct vector features and then carried out chapter-level emotional
polarity discrimination. The experimental results show that both the SVM and naive Bayes could
achieve better emotional scores. Kamal and Abulaish [6] proposed an emotion analysis system based
on a combination of rules and machine learning methods to identify feature-opinion pairs and their
emotional polarity, in order to achieve user evaluation in different electronic products and attain user’s
emotional polarity. Song et al. [7] developed a new emotional word embedding technique. The primary
framework differences are the joint code of morphemes and the part-of-speech tags. Under the proposed
method, only important morphemes in the embedding space are trained to address the problem.
This overcomes the traditional limitations of contextual word embedding methods and significantly
improves the performance of sentiment classification. Sharma and Dey [8] proposes a hybrid sentiment
classification model based on enhanced support vector machines. This model makes full use of the
classification performance of boosting and support vector machines in sentiment-based online review
classification. Experimental results show that in terms of sentiment-based classification accuracy,
support vector machine integration using bagging or boosting is significantly better than a single
support vector machine. Sharma et al. [9] proposes a method of emotion classification based on machine
learning. The experimental results show that the combination of multiple emotion classifiers can
further improve the accuracy of classification. Rong et al. [10] proposed an auto-encoder-based bagging
prediction architecture (AEBPA), which has been shown to have huge potentials by experimental
studies on commonly used datasets. Lin et al. [11] proposed a method to improve sentiment
classification by adding weights to highlight emotional features for the first step. Bagging is then
used to construct multiple classifiers on different feature spaces and are combined into one aggregate
classifier. The results showed that the method could significantly improve the performance of sentiment
classification. Wang and Han [12] propose a micro-blog sentiment analysis method that integrates an
explicit semantic analysis algorithm. Wikipedia is regarded as an external semantic knowledge base,
which improves the previous text representation method of micro-blog emotion analysis and improves
the effectiveness of emotion classification. Waila et al. [13] used the SO-PMI-IR algorithm, based on
unsupervised semantic orientation, to evaluate the classification method based on machine learning
(Naive Bayes and SVM) in order to realize the emotion analysis in movie reviews. Mladenovic et al. [14]
established a framework (SAFOS) using emotional dictionaries with emotion polarity scores and
thesaurus of Serbian WordNet (SWN) in the feature selection process in order to execute emotion
analysis in Serbian.
Numerous attempts have also been made to improve sentiment analysis techniques using deep
learning. Yin et al. [15] propose a semantic enhanced convolutional neural network (SCNN) for
sentiment analysis. Based on sentiwordnet, a widely used emotional vocabulary resource, two methods
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of word embedding and emotion embedding are input into a convolutional neural network classifier,
and good experimental results are obtained. Dan and Jiang [16] proposed a long short-term memory
language model (LSTM) for sentiment analysis. Lu et al. [17] propose a p-lstm model based on
long-term memory recurrent neural network (LSTM). The experimental results show that p-lstm has
good performance in emotion classification task. In order to cope with the limitations of existing
pre-trained word vectors which are used as inputs for CNN, Rezaeinia et al. [18] propose a novel
method, Improved Word Vectors (IWV). The IWV improves the accuracy of CNNs which are used for
text classification tasks. Jabreel and Moreno [19] combines two different methods for sentiment analysis.
The first is N-Stream ConvNets, which is a deep learning method, and the second is XGboost regression
based on a set of embedded and dictionary-based features. Abdi et al. [20] propose a method based on
deep learning to classify the emotions expressed by users in comments (called RNSA). This method uses
a unified feature set to analyze emotions, which represents word embedding, emotional knowledge,
emotional transfer rules, statistics and speech knowledge. The experimental results show that the
unified feature set learning method can achieve more significant performance than the feature set
learning method. Liu and Chen [21] further studies deep learning and microblog sentiment analysis,
extracts data from microblog by crawler, preprocesses it by corpus, takes it as the input sample of
the convolutional neural network, establishes a classifier based on SVM / RNN, and finally judges
the sentiment orientation of each sentence in a given test set. The experimental results show that the
scheme can effectively improve the accuracy of emotional orientation, and the verification results are
ideal. Hyun et al. [22] proposed a target-dependent convolutional neural network (TCNN) method of
TLSA (target-level sentiment analysis) tasks. This method uses distance information on target words
and neighboring words to understand their importance and achieve the classification task of extracting
emotions from text targets. This approach is able to achieve better performance on single-target and
multi-target datasets. Chen et al. [23] used BiLSTM and CNN neural network methods to improve
the effect of sentiment analysis. In this approach, the BiLSTM-CRF sequence model is used to classify
sentences into three types (no target, one target, multiple targets) based on the number of targets
appearing in the sentence. Each set of sentences is then sent to a one-dimensional convolutional
neural network of emotional classification. The experimental results show that the proposed method is
able to improve the performance of sentence-level sentiment analysis and achieve the latest results
from several benchmark datasets. Rezaeinia et al. [24] proposes an improved word vector (IWV)
method for sentiment analysis. This method is based on part of speech tagging technology, word-based
method, word location algorithm and word2vec/glove method. The experimental results show that
the improved word vector (IWV) is very effective for emotion analysis. Sun et al. [25] utilized a deep
neural network based on convolutional expansion features to perform sentiment analysis on Chinese
micro-blogs. The posts and comments on Chinese micro-blogs are integrated to form a micro-blog
session. Then, the automatic convolutional encoder is used for training to obtain the integrated features,
and a deep belief network is used for the final sentiment classification. The experimental results
show that under the proper structure and parameters, the performance of the deep belief network
is better than that of SVM or NB. In order to solve the problem of mismatches between reviews and
ratings on Amazon, Shrestha and Nasoz [26] used paragraph vectors to transform product reviews
and used vectors to train a circular neural network of gated recursive units. This model combines
the semantic relationship between review text and product information in implementing emotion
analysis. Bijari et al. [27] developed a sentence-level graphical representation, which includes stop
words that consider semantic and term relationships. The representation learning method of the
sentence combination graph is employed to extract the underlying and continuous features of the
document. Then, the learning characteristics of the document were entered into the deep neural
network used for the emotion classification task. Hassan and Mahmood [28] proposed a neural
network structure using convolutional neural networks (CNN) and long-short-term memory (LSTM)
on pre-trained word vectors. In this approach, the ConvLSTM makes use of the LSTM to replace the
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pool layer on CNN in order to reduce the loss of local detailed information and capture long-term
dependencies on sentence sequences.
At present, most sentiment analysis is mainly based on text. However, with the rise of the picture
sharing mode in social platforms, multi-modal sentiment analysis research on pictures, texts, and emoji
has emerged. In a multimodal sentiment analysis method, Poria et al. [29] propose a new method to
extract features from visual and text patterns by using deep convolution neural network. By inputting
these features into the multi-core learning classifier, the performance of the emotion analysis task
is better. You et al. [30] argue that pictures and texts should be jointly analyzed in a structured
way. They developed a semantic tree mechanism, where the word and image areas in the text are
mapped in implementing sentiment classification of image fusion. Jianzhong et al. [31] characterized
Weibo messages using manual features (such as emotional word frequency, use of negative words,
and emoji) and employed SVM for classification. Han and Ren [32] carried out sentiment classification
by improving the Fisher discriminator of the kernel function. The use of latent semantic information
with probabilistic characteristics as classification features is able to improve the classification effect
of support vector machines. Cai and Xia [33] pre-trained text CNN and image CNN to obtain text
and image representations, and then used CNN to connect two feature vectors. Yu et al. [34] used
pre-trained CNNs to represent text and images and performed sentiment classification using logistic
regression. Huang et al. [35] proposed the deep multimodal attention fusion (DMAF) method as a
new image and text sentiment analysis model, which utilizes a hybrid fusion framework to mine
distinguishing features and intrinsic relationships of visual and semantic contents. Xu et al. [36]
developed a new bi-directional multi-level attention (BDMLA) model, using the complementary and
comprehensive information between image modality and text modality to realize the joint classification
of visual-text modality. Poria et al. [37] used multimodal cues that blended speech, video, and text for
sentiment analysis. In this approach, the video is first collected from the website and is processed to
obtain the features of the video, voice, and text. The three modes are then merged to obtain the final
emotional polarity.
In terms of personality prediction, a number of psychological and computational scientific studies
have been conducted exploring the relationship between people’s language use and personality traits
in the Big Five model [38]. Golbeck et al. [39] analyzed Twitter using structural and linguistic features
and applied two regression algorithms to predict user personality traits. Bai et al. [40] suggested using
multi-task regression and incremental regression to predict user personality in the online behavior
among Sina micro-blog (weibo.com) users. They found that the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) on
this particular microblog platform is between 0.1 to 0.2. In addition, Nowson et al. [41] applied a
machine translation model to solve multi-language problems with text-based personality prediction.
Their study achieved a root mean square error (RMSE) between 0.08 and 0.25.
Several studies have adopted integrated learning methods in emotional classification work, but the
classification and personality prediction are in different research fields. Sentiment classification does
not take into account the different emotional expressions of different personalities, nor does it couple in
sentiment and personality analyses. Psychological research has shown that personality affects people’s
writing and speaking styles, and people having similar personalities tend to exhibit similar emotional
expressions. Considering the potential relationship between emotion and personality, this paper
proposes a microblog emotion analysis method based on a personality and bagging algorithm (PBAL).
3. Related Concepts
3.1. Ensemble Learning
Ensemble Learning is widely used for classification and regression tasks. Its principal concept is
simple: different methods are used to change the distribution of the original training samples to build
multiple different classifiers, which are then combined linearly to get a more robust classifier. The two
main types of integrated learning are boosting and bagging.

3.1. Ensemble Learning
Ensemble Learning is widely used for classification and regression tasks. Its principal concept
is simple: different methods are used to change the distribution of the original training samples to
build multiple different classifiers, which are then combined linearly to get a more robust classifier.
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3.3. LSTM
3.3. LSTM
In-text sentiment analysis, the order relationship of words is crucial. Mikolov et al. [44] proposed a
In-text sentiment analysis, the order relationship of words is crucial. Mikolov et al. [44]
language model called the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which has been recognized as particularly
proposed a language model called the Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which has been
suitable for processing text sequence data. However, when the interval between the related information
recognized as particularly suitable for processing text sequence data. However, when the interval
of the text and the current position to be predicted increases, the number of backward propagation
between the related information of the text and the current position to be predicted increases, the
layers of the time-based direction propagation algorithm also grows. This would result in loss of
number of backward propagation layers of the time-based direction propagation algorithm also
historical information and gradient attenuation or explosion during training [45].
grows. This would result in loss of historical information and gradient attenuation or explosion
LSTM can be viewed as an improvement to the traditional RNN language model, which calculates
during training [45].
the model error using a textual statement as an input sequence. The smaller the error, the higher the
confidence in the text expression. However, as the text sequence information gets longer, the LSTM
model becomes more effective in overcoming the attenuation problem of the sequence information.
4. Micro-Blog Sentiment Analysis Method Based on Personality and Bagging Algorithm
Since microblog texts published by users having the same personality type often contain similar
emotional features, microblog texts are first classified into different character sets according to the
personality. For each personality dataset, an emotion classifier is trained using the LSTM model, and
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4.1. Text Personality Classification
4.1. Text Personality Classification
In order to accurately assign micro-blog text to different collections, the personality characteristics
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involves three personality aspects in the Big Five model: extroversion, agreeableness, and
other dimensions, openness and neuroticism, are difficult to predict, as shown in previous studies [39,43],
conscientiousness. The two other dimensions, openness and neuroticism, are difficult to predict, as
and therefore would not be included in this study. In scoring the personality, each dimension of
shown in previous studies [39,43], and therefore would not be included in this study. In scoring the
personality can either be high or low. However, due to the low number of low conscientiousness
personality, each dimension of personality can either be high or low. However, due to the low
texts in micro-blog, this study considers only five aspects: high extroversion, low extroversion, high
number of low conscientiousness texts in micro-blog, this study considers only five aspects: high
agreeableness, low agreeableness, and high conscientiousness.
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considered as high. Table 1 presents the main text features of personality prediction.
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Table 1. Text characteristics of a personality prediction.
Feature Symbol

Symbol Meaning

HC_Cword
HC_Cemoction
HA_Cword
HA_Cemoction
LA_Cword
LA_Cemoction
HE_Cword
HE_Cemoction
LE_Cword
LE_Cemoction

number of highly conscientiousness words in the text
number of highly conscientiousness emoji in the text
number of highly agreeableness words in the text
number of highly agreeableness emoji in the text
number of low agreeableness words in the text
number of low agreeableness emoji in the text
number of highly extraversion words in the text
number of highly extraversion emoji in the text
number of low extraversion words in the text
number of low extraversion emoji in the text

Table 2 summarizes the set of rules for personality determination (where p1, p2... p10 are the
thresholds used by the rule, and the size of the threshold is determined experimentally). Since the texts
are evaluated using several aspects of personality, each text can belong to multiple personality sets.
Table 2. Rule of personality determination.
Rule Name

Rule

High conscientiousness
judgment rule

IF HC_Cword ≥ p1 ∨
HC_Cemoction ≥ p2
THEN C = HC

High agreeableness
judgment rule

IF LA_Cword ≥ p3 ∨
LA_Cemoction ≥ p4
THEN A = LA

Low agreeableness
judgment rule

IF LA_Cword ≥ p5 ∨
LA_Cemoction ≥ p6
THEN A = LA

High extraversion
judgment rule

IF HE_Cword ≥ p7 ∨
HE_Cemoction ≥ p8
THEN E= HE

Low extraversion
judgment rule

IF LE_Cword ≥ p9 ∨
LE_Cemoction ≥ p10
THEN E = LE

Rule Meaning
When the number of words in the text containing the high
conscientiousness dictionary exceeds p1, or the number of
highly conscientiousness emoji in the text exceeds p2,
the text is determined to be highly conscientiousness.
When the number of words in the text containing the high
agreeableness dictionary exceeds p3, or the number of
highly agreeableness emoji in the text exceeds p4, the text
is determined to be highly agreeableness.
When the number of words in the text containing the low
agreeableness dictionary exceeds p5, or the number of low
agreeableness emoji in the text exceeds p6, the text is
determined to be low agreeableness.
When the number of words in the text containing the high
extraversion dictionary exceeds p7, or the number of
highly extraversion emoji in the text exceeds p8, the text is
determined to be highly extraversion.
When the number of words in the text containing the low
extraversion dictionary exceeds p9, or the number of low
extraversion emoji in the text exceeds p10, the text is
determined to be low extraversion.

4.2. Ensemble Learning of Basic Emotion Classifier
A base sentiment classifier for each personality set is constructed using a tagged dataset. Micro-blog
texts are sequenced data composed of words, which can have significant long-range dependencies,
especially those reflecting sentiment and personality. LSTM is a sequence model, which can be used to
construct a sentiment classifier and explore long-range dependencies.
In this study, the text is divided into different categories according to personality to obtain multiple
training sets. One text may belong to multiple personality sets, and the data can be regarded as a
choice with a return. A sentiment classifier is trained for each personality dataset using the LSTM.
Each sentiment classifier is used to predict the sentiment tendency of the microblog text, and the results
of all six basic classifiers are integrated. The integration process of the sentiment classifier is shown in
Figure 3.
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polarity.
The
results are
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using
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which are
the
output
of base
eachclassifier
basic sentiment
classifier,
the results
aredirect
integrated
to obtain
the final emotional
expressed
as base
follows:
polarity.
The
classifier results are then integrated using direct and weighted summation, which
 
are expressed as follows:

1
l0 = argmaxi
pij + pij + · · · pij , i = 1, 2, . . . c; j = 1, 2 . . . 6
6
1

'

l = argmaxi  pij + pij + pij  ,i = 1,2, c; j = 1,2 6
0
l = argmaxi q1 pij6+ q2 pij + · · · q6 pij , i = 1, 2, . . . , c; j = 1, 2, . . . , 6

(

)

(1)

(1)
(2)

where l0 represents the final emotional polarity; i is the number of emotional categories; pij is the output
l' =six
argmax
+ q2 p,ijq+,
q p ,i = 1,2,, c; j = 1,2, ,6
(2)
i q1 pijand,q
probability score of the
classifiers;
1 2 · · · 6, q6ij are the weights of each basic classifier. For this
paper, i is equal to 2, and the emotional categories are positive and negative.

(

)

5. Micro-Blog Sentiment Classification Experiment
5.1. Experimental Data
The training data in this paper is from the literature [46], including the text published by Sina
micro-blog users from 21 October 2009, to 15 December 2014. The dataset contains 10,474 texts, and each
text is labeled with emotional polarity. Among them, there are 7562 positive and 2912 negative.
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Test dataset 1 used the Chinese Weibo sentiment analysis evaluation data provided by the 2012 CCF
Natural Language Processing and Chinese Computing Conference, which took 1100 texts, 600 positive
texts, and 500 negative texts. The test dataset 2 consisted of a text crawled on Weibo using a crawler,
with a total of 1500 pieces, 750 pieces each being positive and negative.
5.2. Basic Sentiment Classifier Comparison
This experiment was mainly used to verify the classification precision of each basic sentiment
classifier, including five personality basic emotion classifiers and a general basic emotion classifier.
The dataset contains 10,474 texts, comprising 3151 high conscientiousness datasets (HC), 3188 high
agreeableness datasets (HA), 3204 low agreeableness datasets (LA), 5585 high extroversion datasets
(HE), and 3154 low extroversion dataset (LE). For comparison purposes, 3600 data points were randomly
extracted from the universal set to form the dataset (ALLpart) that has an equal number of samples for
each category. The experimental results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison of basic sentiment classifiers.
Personality

ALL

HA

HC

HE

LA

LE

F1score

88.31

89.19

89.59

87.39

72.28

83.25

As shown in Table 3, the F1 values of the HA classifier and HC classifier in the five personality
basic emotion classifiers are higher than the ALL classifier. This indicates that the targeted sentiment
analysis is effective on the different personality sets.
HC has the highest accuracy among the five sentiment classifiers. However, the overall accuracy is
not particularly high, which could be the result of having a small dataset. Another possible explanation
could be that, since the personality set is divided according to user personality, some errors may exist in
classifying the user’s personality, which could decrease the accuracy of the trained sentiment classifier.
5.3. Comparison of Bagging Algorithm Integration Methods
Experiments were used to verify the feasibility of applying the bagging algorithm. In the
direct summation method, the weight of each classifier is kept equal (i.e.,q j = 16 ). In the weighted
sum method, the weight of each personality set is determined using cross-validation. The main
criterion is to make precision as high as possible. In order to limit the computational workload,
we restricted the number of experiments to 30 and picked the set with the highest precision as the
approximate optimum. The optimal weights obtained for each personality set are: q1 = 0.16, q2 = 0.23,
q3 = 0.16, q4 = 0.16, q5 = 0.14, q6 = 0.15. q1 , q2 ,..., q6 are the weight parameters of ALL, HC, HA, HE,
LA, and LE. For comparison purposes, Table 4 lists some of the other weight settings.
Table 4. Partial weight setting comparison.
Weight (q1 ,q2 ,q3 ,q4 ,q5 ,q6 )

Precision

0.16,0.23,0.16,0.16,014,0.15
0.15,0.15,0.23,0.16,0.15,0.16
0.14,0.16,0.25,0.15,0.15,0.15
0.15,0.15,0.15,0.24,0.15,0.16
0.15,0.27,0.15,0.14,0.15,0.14
0.14,0.15,0.15,0.15,0.16,0.25
0.16,0.16,0.16,0.21,0.15,0.16
0.2,0.16,0.16,0.16,0.16,0.16
0.16,0.16,0.15,0.16,0.21,0.16
0.14,0.16,0.15,0.16,0.24,0.15
0.14,0.15,0.14,0.15,0.14,0.28
0.25,0.15,0.15,0.15,0.15,0.15

96.91
96.81
96.81
96.63
96.55
96.45
96.43
96.42
96.41
96.36
96.27
96.27
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The weight is usually proportional to the precision of the classifier on the training set; the higher
the precision, the greater the weight. As shown in Table 3, the precision of the HC personality set is
the highest, which consequently resulted in its weight being then largest. This is consistent with the
results obtained in Table 4.
The experimental results of the two integration methods are shown in Table 5. The weighted
sum method has a higher F score. The summation method assumes that all classifiers have equal
weights. However, in practical applications, different classifiers should have varying weights given
their different degrees of importance. Therefore, the weighted sum method is recommended as the
final integration method.
Table 5. Comparison of integration methods.
Method

Precision

Recall

F Score

Direct sum
Weighted sum

96.58
96.91

97.00
97.00

96.78
96.95

5.4. Comparative Experiment
The precision, recall, and F1 values are used as evaluation indicators in comparing the proposed
PBAL approach with other benchmark techniques:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

SVM: The basic model of a Support Vector Machine (SVM) is to find the best-separated hyperplane
in the feature space to maximize the positive and negative sample spacing on the training set.
SVM is a supervised learning algorithm used to solve the two-class problem. It can also be used
to solve nonlinear problems after the introduction of the kernel method.
LSTM: Proposed by Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997), LSTM is a special type of RNN that
helps in learning long-term dependency information.
CNN-rand: The CNN-rand was proposed by Kim in 2014 [47] where all the words are randomly
initialized and then modified during training.
CNN-static: presented also by Kim in 2014, the CNN static includes a pre-training vector model
from word2vec. All words, including randomly initialized unknown words, are kept static, and
only the other parameters are learned in the model.
CNN-non-static: Similar to CNN-static, the CNN–non-static includes a fine-tuned vector
pre-trained for each task.
PBAL: See Table 6 for experimental parameter settings.
Table 6. Experimental parameters.
Parameter Name

Parameter Value

wordvector dimension
batch_size
learning_rate
dropout_ prob
num_epochs
hide layer nodes

128
100
0.01
0.5
750
75

The experimental results in test dataset 1 are summarized in Table 7. The F1 value of the
proposed method was found to be higher compared with other benchmark methods. This suggests
the effectiveness of personality and integrated learning in improving the emotional classification
effect. Users with the same personality type are likely to be consistent with their expressions, and the
sentiment classifiers trained towards a specific personality set are more precise than the general
sentiment classifiers. The use of integrated learning can also make less-used personality-related
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features more effective while improving the classification with the use of multiple classifiers. At the
same time, we applied PBAL to test dataset 2. As shown in Table 8, the results are consistent with the
experimental conclusions on test dataset 7.
Table 7. Experimental results on test dataset 1.
Method

Precision

Recall

F-Score

SVM
CNN-rand
CNN-static
CNN-non-static
LSTM
PBAL (proposed)

58.91
73.03
73.52
73.55
88.82
96.91

87.6
85.37
88.49
88.36
87.80
97.00

70.45
78.72
80.31
81.79
88.31
96.95

Table 8. Experimental results on test dataset 2.
Method

Precision

Recall

F-Score

SVM

61.97

85.26

79.69

CNN-rand

67.48

82.13

74.09

CNN-static

67.35

83.04

74.38

CNN-non-static

69.83

86.62

77.32

LSTM

78.41

84.67

81.42

PBAL (proposed)

84.54

91.87

88.05

In order to further study the influence of each personality on the final result of sentiment
classification, different personality characteristics were combined and compared with the results of
PBAL method. The experimental results are shown in Table 9. PBAL-HC indicates that the HC
personality is not considered, PBAL-HA indicates that HA personality is not considered, PBAL-LA
indicates that the LA personality is not considered, PBAL-HE indicates that HE personality is not
considered, and PBAL-LE indicates that LE personality is not considered.
Table 9. Experimental results of the personality and bagging algorithm (PBAL) method lacking a set of
personality in dataset 1.

precision
recall
F-Score

PBAL

PBAL-HA

PBAL-HC

PBAL-HE

PBAL-LA

PBAL-LE

96.91%
97.00%
96.95%

94.45%
95.00%
94.72%

95.18%
94.40%
94.79%

95.18%
94.80%
94.99%

94.31%
94.26%
94.28%

96.18%
96.00%
96.09%

Comparing the results shown in Tables 9 and 10, the F1 value of the PBAL method is the
highest. This suggests that in the ensemble learning process, the result of the basic emotion classifier
without any character affects the final classification quality. Each personality contributes to the final
classification effect, which means that the training of personality-based sentiment classifiers should
make full use of the text collection of the various personality. Considering personality characteristics
as comprehensively as possible would improve the performance of sentiment analysis.
Table 10. Experimental results of the PBAL method lacking a set of personality in dataset 2.

precision
recall
F-Score

PBAL

PBAL-HA

PBAL-HC

PBAL-HE

PBAL-LA

PBAL-LE

84.54%
91.87%
88.05%

76.95%
90.80%
83.30%

80.00%
90.13%
84.76%

80.58%
92.40%
86.09%

82.70%
92.40%
87.28%

82.34%
92.00%
86.90%
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6. Conclusion and Future Work
Significant similarities in user expressions have been shown for users with the same personality
type. Thus, microblog texts can be divided into groups based on user personality, and a basic sentiment
classifier can be trained for each personality type and then combined using integrated learning to
achieve a stronger classifier. Based on the analysis of user personality, this paper constructs five
types of personality classifiers, introduces the concept of personality based on traditional sentiment
analysis, and proposes a microblog sentiment classification method based on personality and bagging
algorithms. The results show that personality characteristics significantly improve the sentiment
analysis of the text and provide new ideas for social network sentiment analysis.
While the use of sentiment analysis was found to be better than other typical machine learning
methods, this study has several shortcomings. The rule-based personality classification method
proposed in this paper may affect the accuracy of sentiment analysis because it uses fewer features.
Future studies should further develop personality determination rules, extract more fine-grained
personality characteristics, and improve classification accuracy. In our proposed approach, only the
LSTM model is used to train the basic emotion classifier. Future research ought to consider using
other neural network methods to determine if they can yield better results. The multimodality-based
sentiment analysis method is one of the future development trends in this field. This means that future
work should consider mining user personality characteristics in multimodal data and further study
the relationship between emotion and personality.
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